
AOHI AOC-L003 USB-C to Lightning cable, 1.2m, 3A, with MFi c Ref: 6973939550080
AOHI AOC-L003 USB-C to Lightning cable, 1.2m, 3A, with MFi certificate (white)

AOHI AOC-L003 PVC USB-C to L cable (white)
The AOHI AOC-L003 cable will allow you to renew your device's power quickly and safely. It supports PD fast charging protocol and has
passed durability tests, so it will last you a long time. What's more, it is MFi-certified and works with Apple-branded devices. In addition, it
allows you to transfer data at 480 Mbps. 
 
Fast charging
Combined with a USB-C mains charger with a PD of 18 watts or higher, you'll renew your iPhone's power up to 50% in about 30 minutes.
In turn, MFi certification compliance and Lightning port ensure compatibility with iPhone 8/X/11/12/13/14 etc. The product provides fast
and stable charging, so you don't have to wait long until your smartphone is ready to continue working.
 
Data transfer 
Need to transfer important files and documents quickly? Or do you want to copy your vacation photos? The AOHI AOC-L003 cable will
make this task easier for you. The product provides data transfer at 480 Mbps, so you don't have to wait too, long for your files to be
transferred. What's more, you can charge your device and transfer files at the same time. 
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	AOHI 
	Model
	AOC-L003
	Color
	white
	Interface
	USB-C, Lightning
	Compatibility
	iPhone 14/14 Plus/14 Pro/14 Pro Max/13 Pro/13 Pro Max/13 Pro Max/13 mini/13/12 Pro/12 Pro Max/12 mini/12/11 Pro/11 Pro Max/11/SE
2020/X/XR/XS/XS Max/8/8 Plus/7/7 Plus/6s/6s Plus/6/6 Plus/5S/SE/5/iPad Air/mini/Pro
	Transfer speed
	480 Mbps
	Power
	60 W

Price:

Before: € 9.594

Now: € 8.50
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